


This is where our journey begins



THE ULTIMATE SEATING COMFORT 

It has taken decades to fine-tune
the experience of perfect seating comfort.

AN AMBITIOUS ENTREPRENEUR

Jens Ekornes combined practical knowledge with
functional design to create furniture that is 
perfectly shaped for the body.

Whit more than 
80 years of 
experience



Ekornes Contract has long experience and 
excellent references as a supplier of 
seating furniture and mattresses for 
offshore and the hospitality industry. All 
our materials are sertified according to 
strictest standards and requirements.

We offer all the basic collection of 
Ekornes and Stressless furniture for 
installation in hotels, from the most 
functional to the luxurious and stylish.



Rooms



















Lounges and resting areas















A wide range of choices 



Stressless
Reclining 
Chairs
High quality elegant furnishings, 
understanding your body's unique
requirements for seating comfort.
.



Stressless Paris



Stressless London



Stressless City



Stressless James







Stressless
Sofas
Sofas have different purposes and are
used differently. Some are for reading, 
watching TV and relaxing, while others
will make the guests feel at ease. 



Stressless Air



Stressless Leo



Stressless Joy



Stressless Eve



Stressless E600



Stressless You









Svane
Mattress
The mattress segment is served by the 
subsidiary Ekornes Beds AS through the
Svane® brand.





Accessories headboard and tables 



Variety of high quality materials



Fargeplaner…..

We have a great variety of high quality
material choises and combinations. Our 
modular systems offer extreme flexibility
and our experienced interior designers 
are happy to assist as a partner in 
planning your decor.



Technical advances
world's smartest and most comfortable furniture





New Signaturebase

10 years warrantyComputer tableGlide system

Tilt functionLumbar support360 rotationComfort Zone

Sleep functionAdjustable headrest





Luxurious travels demands
comfort and pleasure.

Lean back in a Stressless recliner and discover that you are one with the chair –
a sense of effortless support. 



Ekornes is the largest furniture 
manufacturer in Scandinavia and we will
continue to design and manufacture
products from Sykkylven, to preserve the
history we are so proud of.

By combining processes perfected over 
generations with modern techniques and 
technological progress, we continue to 
manufacture a luxury product of the
highest quality.



Made in Norway



https://youtu.be/AjcSf_VOoSE
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